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1. DEFINE AND ESTABLISH  
 

A. Values proposition 

NEWFEEL :  

Newfeel is a french brand of walk sports. They propose Nordic walk, Fitness walk or 

athletic walk. We choose the Fitness walk sport for our campaign.  

Newfeel, a name that sounds as obvious when their promise the natural movement of the 

body at its fastest pace.  

The brand propose to rediscover with their customers the sensations of walking to the 

end of the toes.  

Fitness walking is a source of well-being and energy. For its benefits to be guaranteed, 

Newfeel has been working since its creation to provide the best answer to customers 

needs : innovative equipment, adapted to their pace, their speed, their motivations and 

above all ... their feet walkers. 

In parks, cities and on the roads, customers are always more abundant to walk. Every day, 

customers write to Newfeel that this sport is "a breath of fresh air", a way to "let off steam 

gently » or to "tone up". 

Whether customers are walking close to home or competing, Newfeel is here to listen to 

them to offer them the technologies, products and advice that best meet their 

expectations. 

Newfeel is inspired by them, so that they always have more fun to walk! 

Fitness Walking is practiced freely or supervised, at a faster pace than a daily trip, on a 

designated ground (landscaped lot / ground done-up) or on a treadmill. It allows every 

walkers to exert themselves to : Improve their well-being / Preserve their health / Tone-up 

their silhouette. While enjoying and sharing ! 

Newfeel use their speciality in sport to provide professional products with lightness, 

flexibility and hangs. Newfell propose walk products like fitness walk sneakers, adapted 



fitness walk socks, and fitness walk accessories. But not only ! Newfell propose an access 

to a real walk community, to a common passion. Customers can exchange, share and 

communicate. It’s access to nature, to the well living spirit and offer an well-being spirit.  

VALUE : Make fitness walking accessible to the greatest number.  

B. Brand goals and campaign goal  

General brand goals :  

Goal 1 : Make the clients/prospect want to practice fitness walk 

Goal 2 : Make people start again or start sport 

• Increase the number of new clients (On the ROI we will look at the number of new 

member) 

• Increase the turnover by x%  

Goal 3 : make aware on health 

• People should like/love our posts on health, increase the number of view.  

Goal 4 : increase the Brand popularity  

• Increase the number of followers of the social media concerned by the brand : 

Facebook, Instagram, Blog) by x% in 1 month 

• Increase the number of visits on the social medias’ homepages by 10% in one 

month 

• Increase the average number of views on posts on social media by 10% in one 

month 

• Increase the average number of likes on posts on social media by 10% in one 

month 

• Increase the average time a visitor spends on a written article on the blog by 20% 

in 1 month 

Focus Campaign goal :  

• ENGAGEMENT GOAL : The main objective of our campaign is to engage 

customers. Because the engagement allows to build customer loyalty, to increase 

brand awareness and to exchange more easily with consumers. We will see this 



engagement with customers likes, comments and shares.  
 

To achieve our goal we will use an authentic, enthusiastic and assumed style and tone.  

With this campaign, Newfeel wants to centre their positioning to health (because walk 

sport can reduce health risks), also to lose weight, to well being, and for woman or 

mother who wants to start again sport.  

C. Buyer Persona  

 

ALICE CANET - 35 YEARS OLD, MARIED, SHE HAS A DAUGHTER MIA 7 YEARS OLD.  

She studied at Master Skema Business School.  

She is a Product Manager at Promod. She win 30k - 40 k euros / year.  

Typical day : She wakes up at 7am and she goes to her daughter’s school at 8:30 am. 

Her work begins at 9 am and finishes at 18:30 pm. After that, she’s comes back home to 



prepare the dinner for her family and see her daughter. She’s ambitious and organized 

on her work and she manages her team with fun and professionalism. 

Values and fears :  

She does activities with her daughter Mia : Fitness Walking, Bike, every-time in nature 

environment.  

Never uses public transport, tries do eat locavore, She loves nature and to take care of 

the garden : their parents were farmer she has an ecologist behavior. 

She wants to give to Mia a green planet.  
She loves walking on the nature with her friends and her family outside. 

For big equipments or big materials, she likes good deals and goes on Veepee.com or 

website like this. She likes game contests and advertising but just for what she likes.  

Goals and challenges :  

Alice is an energetic and determined woman, in her work or in her family, she loves to 

organize activities and she is worried of her health.  

Career goal :  The company in which she works, Promod, pleases her a lot, she would like 

to become a marketing director in the future to continue to develop and improve sales 

strategies.  

How to help her : Provide good activities with her daughter and her friends, provide 

good equipment for this type of activities. Find a agreeable way to keep her health and 

spend time with her family. The goal of our campaign is to sensibilise Alice in Fitness 

walking with her daughter or her friends.  

Connected :  

Alice is a connected mother, she’s always on social media and on the internet. Every 

morning, she loves looking on instagram new brands, in order to discover new activities. 

She has a private profil with her friends and she looks for advices to change her 

consumption habits (she takes care of ecology), find new place to walk. She’s subscriber 

on nature, community and healthcare facebook pages and she uses this media to 

organize nature meeting with her friends. (messenger/ facebook pages etc..) She loves 

writing and sharing her habits with her community in her blog : alice’sgoodeideas.com. 

For her it’s really important to show the good example to her daughter.  



2. CONVEY AND PROMOTE 
 

Our goal: obtain more subscriber on facebook/ instagram page with a massive social 

media campaign. We want to promote engagement with like, comment and share.  

Focus communication campaign on   “ Bienfaits de la marche sportive” (=benefits of 

fitness walking) for our persona.  

Today Newfeel is present on facebook with the official page in order to maintain their 

community. Moreover, customers can find instagram page with advice, presentation of 

product, invitation for community etc.. 

We had created a social media planning for February with different contents : (Appendix 

x)  
- Picture with children : to promote an activity for parent/ child 
- Online competition : increases engagement  
- Advice come from the blog : Benefits of fitness walking / 4 reasons to do sports walking 

in 2019 / 4 gifts to give to a walker (for Valentine’s Day) / Children’s foot growth : 

supporting their needs/ 
- Post to promote our Facebook Community  
- Repost influencer’s post to engage influencer and said to them how they are important 

for us  
- Promote some products as waterproof product for the season.  

We focused our communication on six typical publications on instagram and facebook 

(you can see our publications in Appendix).  

• 1st publication : A child is walking on the earth  

Aim of the publication : invited people to walking with their child so for our 

persona we want she walks with her daughter Mia. 

Wording : Are you a super walker as your children ? In 10 years, a child walks 

around the world ! Incredible isn’t it ? Accompany his needs with adapted 

walking shoes » 

• 2nd publication: team of friends walking on the nature together 

Aim of the publication : Invited people to subscribe on facebook community 

page with other walkers  



Wording : You know it : fitness partner can change everything in this practice. 

Find yours in our Facebook Community « Newfeel Marche Sportive »" 

• 3rd publication: Infography of walkers with incitation of doing sport to lose weight 

and enjoy fitness walking  

 
 Wording : With fitness walking, you no longer have any reason to deprive yourself.  

 Your efforts deserve rewards #newfeel #yeswewalk #sport #nature #pleasure #food 

“  

• 4st publication : Online competition to win two pair of shoes  
Aim of publication: increase facebook / instagram community  

“ ONLINE COMPETITION: 1 pair of shoes for you, one for your child!  Easy as 

fitness walking,, you just have to follow “Newfeel” on instagram, comment the 

post below and tag 3 friends.  

• 5th publication: “Instagram story with advised”  

 Goal : Promote the benefits of Nordic Walking and increase trafic on Newfeel’s   

 blog 

• 6th publication: Newsletters each month 

 Goal : To be in regular contact with its customers and create a real relationship   

 with our customers. Increase traffic to our website by encouraging customers to   

 link to it and thus to reach our objective more easily, here engagement.  



3. CONNECT AND CONVERT 

A. What influencers to engage with? 

At Newfeel, it is important to have social connections and to be able to interact with our 

customers. We all share our moments through our different social networks and have a 

community of ambassadors through social networks and engage many influencers who 

are more committed to the brand than the ambassadors and can in turn share their 

"Newfeel" experience and interact with their followers.  

To choose the influencers of our campaign we base ourselves on certain parameters :  

•For sex, it doesn't matter if it's a man or a woman because sport is for everyone.  

•Age : we reach an age group between 30 and 50 years old so that the message reaches 

the right people. 

• A sports lover will allow us to better target the people we want to reach and a 

sportsman will be even more interested in promoting our brand.  

•Active on networks: have a certain proximity with your followers and share your 

Newfeel experiences through publications or regular stories.  

•Have a large community 

•Being in accordance with Newfeel’s values which are:  

- Make fast walking accessible to a larger number of people  

- Promoting well-being 

1. Here are two examples from our community : 

Erik Pfieger  

!Young daddy 



!1 452 Followers  

!Sharing experiences every day with publications or stories  

!Fond of the fitness walking  

!Hashtags most used in these publications :  

#keepwalking  #moveyourbody  #newfeel  #decathlon  #fitnesswalking 

 

Emilie Menuet  

!More than 30yo 

!1429 Followers 

!Regularly post   

!Share moments in the stories 

!Hashtags most used in these publications :  

#training #walking #newfeel #smile #positiveenergy   



 

2. The influencer we want :  

Laury Thilleman,  

Former Miss France, 613k followers 

For our campaign, we want a person with a high profile who could have an impact on his 

followers. For that we thought of Laury Thilleman, she is the former Miss France, she is 

very sporty and does not hesitate to let her followers know. She is very active on social 

networks and close to her community. It is very close to its followers and active on the 

networks. She is a real source of inspiration for her followers, passionate about fashion 

and sport for her: "You never feel as beautiful as after a sports session, your cheeks are 

pink". She does everything for her well-being and health. She started sport by walking, 

that's why we think it's a good idea to have her as an influencer. Moreover, the fact of 

taking Laury as an influence also originates from Lille, the same city of origin as the 

Newfeel brand. 



 

3. Publication we want :  

Putting hashtags on publications would increase our visibility, here are the hashtags we 

would like to put : 

        Hashtags community                                            Hashtags Brand  

To help the customer find the product that the influencer is wearing or mentioning in his 

publications, there could be the mention "Newfeel" with the CTA "I'm going for it" and 

when we click on this CTA we will arrive on the desired product sheet or if this publication 

interests us put a CTA "I register" so that the customer can find it in his records very 

easily. 

4. How does our partnership work ?                                                                                                

On our instagram account, we will rest their publications and above all equip them by 

sending them each time our new products so that they can test them and share them on 

their Instagram profile. 

B. Why are we SOLOMO ? 



Social : At Newfeel, we enjoy to share moments with our customers. Our sports are also 

made with the aim of being able to share with other athletes. In addition, social networks 

make it possible to create a real community around Newfeel and a good way to be 

transparency. In addition, the fitness walk is accessible for everyone. 

Local :  -     We address a local audience in France and organize local events.  

-We keep a proximity with social network and the stay an accessibility for our customers 

Mobile : We use several applications and mobile site: facebook, Instagram etc... 



4. ROI  

How manage decisions thanks to ROI analyse ? 

To remind it, our goal for this campaign is to increase the engagement of our followers.  

OUTCOMES METRICS : Then we will have to focus on the following KPI : 

reapplies, mentions, active users, links, trending brand topics, number of pages views, 

average time on page, Number of links to the website, the average time on pages, the 

number of entrance, the bounce rate, the % of exits and the pages value in €. 

Fields of study, for instance, could be to compare the evolution of these results 

to the same month last year and the 2 last months this year, correlation between 

average evolution trends and trend during this special campaign, Comparison to the 

impact of other campaigns made before, comparison to same period the 2 last years, 

Number of  likes, followers, mentions, comments etc earned, Evolution rate this month 

compared to the next 3 months. 

We will then have to focus on precise objectives, for example here : increase the 

average engagement rate by 10% compared to the last month, increase the 

engagement volume by 5% this month in comparison to the last month. And increase 

the number of followers that would be targeted by our campaign. We will calculate the 

engagement rate thanks to the change of the engagement volume. 

Other points can be to analyze the correlation between the sales and the period 

of the campaign and the traffic entrance on the website from the posts of social medias. 

And, to finish, analyze the results of competitors’-similar campaign on the same target. 

The datas on social medias are public (number of likes, number of followers, number of 

comments etc…), this would be really interesting to measure our footprint on these 

social media.  

TOOLS : Sprout social, instagram analytics, google analytics are the tools we choose, 

depending on our budget. Because here no budget were defined and sprout social 

isn’t free. 

We choose Google Analytics because the indicators corresponds to the KPI we need to 

follow, it is easy to use, and easy to understand, gives trends quickly. 



We choose Instagram Analytics because it will help us to Know more about the target 

(precise profile : age, gender, similar interests etc.) Instragram Analytics gives also us an 

information about the best moment to communicate (post a photo, ask people to react, 

put a story etc.). We can also redefine/change our target depending on who is really 

involved in the campaign. 



 

DROI : we have to measure our footprint on the social media we targeted for this 

campaign. See what is the print of our brand in comparison to the competitors’s one.  

For that, we can compare for a similar post on the same period the number of likes we 

had on it, the number of mentions and comment. We do that on few posts on the two 

social media and make an average.  
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